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Recovery well underway

Finnair in 2022
•

Over 300 flights per day during
summer 2022
•

•

Customers’ booking behavior is
normalizing – advance bookings
strengthening
•

•

Capacity ~70% of 2019

Bookings to Europe, the United
States and South Asia close to prepandemic levels

Work around sustainability
continues
•

Customers can once again
compensate their flight emissions

•

We have teamed up with oneworld
to buy sustainable aviation fuel

•

First step to true intermodality with
Turku and Tampere bus connections

2023 will be a big year for
Finnair as we celebrate
our centenary

Looking forward

Updated network
•

More emphasis on westbound and
South Asia where route offering
remains strong
•

New routes in USA: Dallas and Seattle –
direct flights from Stockholm continue

•

New route in Asia: Mumbai

•

We continue to operate to Japan, South
Korea and China as well as Singapore
and Thailand

•

•

Robust cargo demand continues to
support Asian operations

Leasing aircraft with crew to British
Airways and Lufthansa Group
provide work for 600 Finnair
employees for the summer
•

Entire staff has been called back to work

The closed Russian airspace
extends Finnair’s flight times
on Asian routes by 10–40%,
with the largest impact on
routes to and from Japan,
China and South Korea

Elevated long-haul experience onboard the Airbus A330 and A350

A new sense of flying
Business Class reimagined

The all-new Premium Economy Class

Updated Economy Class

We will elevate your travel experience
to new heights with an updated premium
Nordic interior and service experience.
Our Business class has been designed to
maximize your travel comfort and privacy
onboard.

Sitting comfortably between Business and
Economy Class, our all-new travel class
Premium Economy offers our customers more
choice and added personal space with wide,
comfortable seats.

Flying with Finnair is better than ever thanks to
our refreshed Nordic cabin design and modern
long-haul fleet. Experience the updated, more
unified cabin experience across our A350 and
A330 fleet.

The renewed cabin now available on flights to New York, Dallas, Chicago and Singapore

Our home hub

Helsinki Airport
•

•

New terminal now open and all
airlines moving under one roof
•

Old check-in hall converted to
space for passengers and retail
shops

•

More automated walkways
installed

•

All arrivals in one baggage claim
hall

State-of-the-art security check
•

•

No need to remove liquids or
electronics from hand luggage
anymore
The floor space of the security
check equals the floor space of
one floor of Oodi (the Helsinki
Central Library)

In 2023 we celebrate our
centenary

